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Abstract--Theorems concerned with differential inequalities are developed. These are then used to 
derive upper bounds on the norms of solutions to systems ofsecond-order, linear differential equations 
and on the norms of solutions to associated two-point boundary-value problems. The theory is applied 
to a new convergence th orem forquasilinearization, an important method for the solution of two-point 
boundary-value problems a sociated with nonlinear differential equations. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We begin by establishing some general theorems concerning differential inequalities and matrix 
norms. These are then used to obtain upper bounds on the norms of solutions to systems of 
second-order linear differential equations and on the norms of solutions to associated two-point 
boundary-value (TPBV) problems. In order to demonstrate he usefulness of the theory, it is 
applied to the proof of a new convergence theorem for a combined Picard-quasilinearization 
method applied to systems of second-order nonlinear, ordinary differential equations (ODE's). 
The proof does not depend upon assuming that the interval size is sufficiently small as in known 
proofs. 
Second-order systems are employed throughout because differential inequalities pertaining 
to such systems have not been fully developed and because it is easy to state a TPBV-problem 
for this case. However, the theorems can be generalized to include first-order problems. 
2. DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES 
In deriving differential inequalities involving systems of ODE's, it will be necessary to 
employ derivatives of norms of differentiable matrix functions. However, since the full derivative 
of the norm may not exist at possibly an infinite number of points, it will be necessary to first 
establish some lemmas concerning lower left derivatives. The matrix norm IIAII, which is to be 
employed, will be the max norm. The symbol IIA(x)llm,, will signify the maximum value of the 
norm over the interval [a, b]. 
Let the symbol S(x) signify any real-valued function of a single real variable x. There is 
no restriction upon the domain. The symbol inftv S(x), for example, will stand for the greatest 
lower bound of S(x) as x ranges over all real numbers in N for which S(x) is defined. When 
writing the symbol infer S(x), it is assumed that S(x) is defined for at least one x in N. We allow 
infN S(x) and supN S(x) to take on the values -~ and ~¢, respectively. Then these limits will 
be defined for any set N containing at least one point at which S(x) is defined. The following 
two lemmas are nearly self-evident. 
LEMMA 1 
If M C N, inf~ S(x) >. infN S(x). 
LEMMA 2 
- infer S(x) = supN[ - S(x)]. 
Let the symbol sup,, N infer S(x), for example, signify the least upper bound, over all 
neighborhoods N of x, of the numbers infN S(x). The expression a -< inf,,c~v S(x) will mean 
that a --< infM S(x) for all neighborhoods M ofx contained in the neighborhood N ofx. Similar 
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definitions apply if the symbol < is replaced by <,  >,  etc. The lemma to follow will also 
hold if the neighborhoods of x are defined to be sets of the form (x, x + H). where H > 0. 
LEMMA 3 
[sup~z ~ infN Sfx)[ >-- sup,, N infNlSfx)l. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is not true. Then 
-sup inflS(x)[ < sup inf S(x) < sup int~S(x)[. 
all N N all N :V all N N 
(1) 
It follows from (1) and Lemma 1 that there are neighborhoods, N~ and N_,, o fx  such that 
-sup int]S(x)[ < inf S(x) <-- inf S(x) 
all N N N I MCN I 
(2) 
and, for any neighborhood N'  of x, 
inf S(x) <- sup inf S(x) < inflS(x)l -< inf IS(x)l. 
N'  all N N N,  MCN,  
(3) 
From (2) and Lemma 2, it follows that 
sup inflS(x)l > - inf S(x) 
all N N MCN I 
and 
sup int]S(x) 1 > sup [ - S(x)]. (4) 
all N N ,~4CN I 
By (4) and Lemma 1, there is a neighborhood N3 of x such that 
inf ISfx)t ~ int]S(x)l > sup[ -S(x) ] .  (5) 
MCN 3 N~ MCN I 
Let N0 be the smallest of Nt, Nz, and N3. Then for any xo in No for which S(xo) is defined, (3) 
and (5) give 
Is(x0)l ~ inflS(x)[ > max{sup[-S(x) l ,  inf S(x)}. 
N O No N O 
This implies [S(xo)[ > -S(xo) so that S(xo) > 0 for all x0 in No for which S(xo) is defined. 
Hence 
inf S(x) = inflS(x)[ > inf S(x), 
N o Nn Nil 
which is a contradiction. The lemma follows. 
The lower left derivative of a matrix function M(t) at t is defined by 
DM = lira inf[M(t) - M(t - h)]/h 
h....0 ~ 
= sup inf[M(t) - M( t -  h)]/h 
all NIO" ) N(0 ° I 
where N(0 ÷) signifies a set of values of h in an interval (0, H). If we admit +-~ as possible 
values, then DM will always exist at t as long as M is defined within some neighborhood 
of t. 
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A brief proof of the next lemma has already been given ([1], p. 60) for any norm and the 
case of M being a vector. Since the lemma is central to our development, we feel it is advisable 
to present a more detailed proof. It is limited to the max norm and applies when M is a matrix. 
LEMMA 4 
Let M be a matrix function of t defined on [a, b]. Then IIDMII -> DIIMII on (a, b]. 
Proof. IIDMII = Ilsup~, No0-, infs~0°)[M(t) - M(t - h)]/hl[. From Lemma 3 (applied to 
each element of the matrix) and the properties of the max norm, it follows that 
IIDMII > sup ifnfll[M(t) - M(t - h)l/hll 
all N(0  + ) + 
-> ,,sut~', in f  [ l lM(t)[I- IlM(t - h)ll]/h 
-> OlIMII 
We will make use of the following lemma which has been somewhat reworded from the 
way it appears in the theorem on page 29 of [2]. 
LEMMA 5 
Let F(y) be a vector-valued function with components F,- defined on a set B. For i = 1, 
2 . . . . .  n, assume Fi(y) --< F,-(z) whenever y and z are vectors in B such that yi = zi and Yk -< 
zk fork  = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. Let U(t) be a solution to U' -- F(U) on [a, hi. LetQ(t )  be a 
continuous function on [a, bl such that DQ ~ F(Q) on (a, bl. Suppose Q(a) = U(a). Then 
Q(0 -< U(t) for all t in [a, b]. 
THEOREM 1 
Let Y(t) be a matrix satisfying the differential equation Y" = A(t)Y + C(t) on [a, b], 
where A(t) and C(t) are continuous on [a, b]. Let a = IIAII~/, and 13 = IlCllm~,. Let u(t) be a 
solution to u" = etZu + 13 on [a, b] such that u(a) > IIY(a)ll -> and u'(a) >- IlY'(a)ll. Then 
u(O > IlY(t)ll and u'(0 -> [IY'(0II on [a, b]. 
Proof. Make the following identification with vectors mentioned in Lemma 5: U r = (u, 
u'), Fr(y) = (Y2, etZYl + 13), Qr = (IIYII, I1¥'11). Then U' = F(U) where F,., being a linear 
function, satisfies the pertaining condition of Lemma 5. 
If Y' exists, then Y'  = DY. Therefore by Lemma 4, (DQ) r -< (IIY'II, IIY'II), where IIY'II -< 
IIAII" IIYII + IlCll < aZllYII + 13. Thus (DQ) r ~ (IIY'II, a2llYII + 13); i.e., DQ -< F(Q). Therefore, 
by Lemma 5, U(0 --- Q(t) on [a, b] so that u(O ~ IlY(t)ll and u'(t) >- IIY'(01[. 
COROLLARY 
Let Y(t) satisfy Y" = A(t)Y + C(t) on [a, b], where A and C are continuous on [a, b]. 
Let x = b - a, ct = IIAII~, and 13 = IICIl~. Then 
IlYllm~ -< 13~e~'/2 + IlY(a)lle*" + IIY'(a)ll'r(l + az'r2e*'/6) 
IlY'llm,, < 'r(15 + a2tlY(a)ll)(l + aZrZe*'/6) + HY'(a)lle ~. 
(6) 
(7) 
Proof. The solution to u" = cdu + 13 is 
u(t) = (13/et2)[cosh et(t - a) - 1] + u(a) cosh a(t - a) + [u'(a)let] sinh a(t - a) 
u'(t) = ([3/ct)sinh a(t - a) + cxu(a) sinh et(t - a) + u'(a) cosh a(t - a). 
There~re 
u(t) = 13(t - a) 2 cosh et(! - a)/2 + u(a)cosh a(t - a) 
+ (t - a)u'(a)[l  + az(t - a)'-cosh a(t '  - a)/6] 
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where i and t' lie in (a, b). It follows from Theorem 1 that IIY(t)ll -< u(t) <- u(b).  Then (6) 
follows from the inequality cosh et(t - a) <- e ~"-~' and the conditions u(a) = tlY(a)ll, u' (a)  = 
IIY'(a)ll- m similar development gives (7). 
Results, analogous to those of Theorem 1 and its corollary, may be derived in a like fashion 
for first-order systems. We will briefly describe the development here. Consider the equations 
Y'  = A(t)Y + C(t)and u' = ctu + 13, where ot = IIAtI,.~ and 13 = IlCllm~x. Let u(a) = IIY(a)LI. 
One can show u(t) >- IIY(t)ll on [a, bl. Then 
so that 
u(t) = 13 (e ~' .... ' - 1) + u(a)e ~"-~' 
ot 
ItY(t)ll~,,~ - < 13 (e,, _ 1) + tlY(a)lle ~'. 
a 
This is essentially Corollary 2 on page 15 of [3]. On expanding e ~', we obtain IlY(t){t -< 13r + 
ItY(a)lle ~'. 
THEOREM 2 
Consider the TPBV-problem 
p" = B(t)p + c(t), p(a) = p,,  p(b) = Pb 
where B(t) is a continuous n x n matrix and c(t) a continuous n x 1 vector on [a, b]. Let 
A(t) be the solution on [a, b] to the initial value problem 
A"= BA, A(a) = 0, A'(a)  = I 
and assume that A(b) is nonsingular. Let u(t) be the solution to 
u" = Bu + c, u(a) = Pa, u ' (a)  = 0. 
Then the unique solution to the TPBV-problem is 
p'(a) = [A(b)]-'[ph - u(b)l. 
Moreover, 
IlPtlm~-< 13~b + IIP~lle ~ + II[A(b)]-lll(llP°lle ~" + JlPbll + 13d~)r(l + otzd~/3) 
IIP'llm~ -< "r(13 + ot2ltpoll)(l + ctZtb/3) + II[A(b)]-'ll(llP,lle ~" + IlPbll + 13~)e ~" 
I/2 where ix = IIBII,~, 13 = Ilcllm~, ~b -- r2e~'/2. 
Proof .  The expression for p'(a) is a version of  the method of complementary functions. 
If we let z = p'(a),  the solution to p" = Bp + c is p(t) = A(t)z + u(t), which may be shown 
by direct substitution. To obtain p'(a) ,  set t = b and solve for z. 
By the corollary in Theorem 1, 
IlPllma~ --< 13~ + IlPolle ~" + II[m(b)]-'ll[llP~ll + Ilu(b)lllr(l + otzt~/3) 
I[P'llma~--< r(13 + a211P~ll)(l + ot"~b/3) + II[A(b)l-ql[llphll + Ilu(b)ll]e ~" 
I lu(b)l l -  13~ + IIP~lle ~', 
The theorem follows. 
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3. APPLICATION TO QUASILINEARIZATION 
The corollary to Theorem ! has many applications. For example, this author has applied 
it (without full proof) in [4] to an error analysis associated with numerical integration of systems 
of ordinary differential equations. 
We will now apply Theorem 2 and the corollary to Theorem 1 to a convergence proof of 
a combined Picard-quasilinearization method for the solution of TPBV-problems associated with 
systems of second-order ODE's. One important feature of the theorem, concerning convergence 
of the standard quasilinearization method, is that it is not necessary to assume that the total 
interval size "r is sufficiently small. This is required in the usual proofs. For example, [5] presents 
two such proofs. 
Consider the TPBV-problem consisting of the n second-order ODE's 
y"= fit, y) + h(t, y) (8) 
and the boundary conditions 
y(a) = y~, y(b) = Yb. (9) 
We will be concerned with the convergence of a combined Picard-quasilinearization algorithm 
which, starting with an initial approximation y~t~(t), obtains a sequence y~21(t), yt3~(t) . . . .  of 
approximations to a true solution y~rR~(t) to (8) and (9), where y~*÷ ~l(t) is obtained by solving 
the linear TPBV-problem consisting of (9) and 
y" = fit, y~) + fy(t, yl*~)(y _ y~k,) + h(t, ytk~). (10) 
The algorithm described above is a modification of the method of quasilinearization. Either 
of the functions f and h in (3) may be taken to be zero. If h = 0, we have the method of 
quasilineadzation. If f = 0, we have Picard's method. In many problems it may be desirable 
to retain both of the functions; for example, h may consist of perturbation terms which are 
relatively small in magnitude and, consequently, it may be unnecessary to approximate h in 
(10) as accurately as f. 
We will require the following theorem, which holds for any norm and is given in [6]: 
THEOREM 3 
Suppose A -~ exists, and let p, = I~-'ll. Suppose I[A - BII -< e, where e < l/p.. Then 
B- J exists and satisfies 
< liB-ql-< 
1 + ~lx 1 - elL" 
It will be assumed that, in some region R, the partial derivative matrix fy exists and is 
Lipschitz continuous in y uniformly with respect to t; i.e., there is a constant M such that for 
any Yl and Y2 in R, 
lily(t, Yz) - fy(t, Y,)II - MIIY2 - Y,II 
for all t in [a, b]. 
Specifically, we make the following assumptions: 
Assumption I. Assume there is a solution ytrR~(t) o (8) and (9) on [a, b]. 
Assumption II. Let K be a constant and R a region such that (t, y) is in R if and only if 
Ily - ytrR~(t)ll < K. Assume f~ is Lipschitz continuous with respect o y in R with Lipschitz 
constant M. Assume f, h, f,, and h~ are continuous in t and the components of y in the closure 
of R. Then there will be constants v2 and ~2 which are upper bounds to the respective norms 
IIf, II and IIh, II in R. 
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Assumption I11. Assume that the matrix A'r~'(b) is nonsingular, where A'r~'(b) = Oy(b)/ 
Oy'(a) is evaluated at y(a) = y. and y'(a) = y'~rS'(a), it being understood that y(t) is the solution 
to (8). Let V. = II[A'r+'Cb)]-t[I. 
Assumption IV. Assume that I[hyll is sufficiently small in R. Specifically, assume that 
"r-'~2e"{l + tx('ry + {) + X,/[l - (~'r',/ + {)]-' + 41a.~} < 4 (ii) 
where ~/ = 1 + "r202e'*/6, t~ 2 = v: + ~,  g = "r(l + "r-'v2eW6), and • = b - a. 
Assumption V. Let y"~(t) be an initial approximation to ytr~(t) satisfying (9). Suppose 
[t, y"~(t)] is in R for all t in [a, b]. Assume that yH) is sufficiently close to y~r~ that 
4 
MIIy"' - ylr~[[m~ < _ f~2 (12) 
r"e'~{l + tx('r't + ~) + X/[l - Ix('r~ + ~)]2 + 4t.t~} 
THEOREM 4 
If Assumptions I -V are satisfied, then the Picard-quasilinearization algorithm, based upon 
repeated solutions of (9) and (10), will converge uniformly to the solution y~r~ to (8) and (9). 
Proof. Let ¢1~) = y~k~ _ ylr~ and ~,,l~ = dZea)/dt ~. Subtracting (8) and (10), it follows 
that 
¢,,tk+~) = fit, yl~) _ f(t, ylr~) + f~(t, yl~)(¢l~+t~ _ ¢t*~) + h(t, yt~)) - h(t, ytm) 
for k = 1, 2 . . . . .  Considering the i-th component of ~t~+ u, we have 
¢,i,tk+t, = fiy(t, )'!~')l~ t ) + fi,(t, y'*')(E 'k+'' - ~tk') + hi,(t, yl*')~ '~,, 
for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, where ~!*)(t) and ~,l*)(t) are between y~)(t) and ytr~)(t). Rearranging terms, 
we obtain 
~.;,i,+ t, = [f i,(t, 5'I ~) - f i~(t, yl~>)]~, 
+ hi~(t, ~!*~)~lk~ + fi~(t, yt~)¢t~+' (i = I, 2 . . . . .  n) (13) 
If a solution to (13) and the boundary conditions 
¢(*+t) (a)  = ¢(*+~)(b) = 0 (14) 
can be demonstrated, then there will be a corresponding solution yCk÷,(t) = y<rR>(t) + E ~k+'(0 
to (9) and (10). 
Let BIk)(t) = fy(t, y~k)). Let DCk~(t) and G<k)(t) be the matrices with i-th rows hiy(t, ~!k~) and 
f iy(t, ~ll ~) -- f iy(t, yoke), respectively. Then 
IIn'k'll --< v", tlD'k'll --< ~2, and IIG'*'tl ~ MllY ~k' - y'rR'll = Mll~'k'll 
since ~'Ik~(t) is between y~kl(t) and y~rR~(t). Clearly (13) may be written as 
e"{k+l, = [G~k~(t) + D{k~(t)]ec*~ + B~k~(t)¢ {k+t' (15) 
Let A~(t)  be the solution to the initial value problem 
A "{k~ = BIk~(t)A Ck~, AIk~(a) = 0, A'lk~(a) = I. 
Suppose that A~k~(b) is nonsingular. Then by Theorem 2, there will be a unique solution tlk+ tJ 
to the TPBV-problem consisting of  (14) and (15). Furthermore, 
[[e'k+"]]m~, ~ ~b[l + l[[ACk'(b)]-111"e(l + v2~b/3)] (16) 
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where 
13 -< (llG(k'll.~ + IID~'ll,~)ll(k'fl~, -< (gll~'~'llm.~ + 02)Jl~'~'llm.= 
and ~ = xZeW2. 
We next derive a sufficient condition for the existence of [A(~(b)]-~ which is based upon 
the assumption that A(r~(b) is nonsingular, A~r~)(t) being the solution to the initial value problem 
A "~rR) = H(r~(t)A ~rs), Altar(a) = 0, A'(r~(a) = I, 
where 
H 'rR' = fy(t, y(rR,) + by(t, y,rR,). 
The differential equation defining A {rR~ is the equation of variation determining dy(t)/dy'(a) as 
calculated along y(rs)(t). Let R = A (k~ - A ~rR). Then 
R"= BIk)R + (B ~ - H~rR~)A(rR), 
By the corollary to Theorem 1, 
But 
R(a) = R'(a) = 0. 
IIRII.~ ~ 6lIB (k' - H(rR)II.~IIAIrR'II.~- 
II B'k' - H'rR'll ~ lIB ` k' - f~(t ,  y'rR')ll.~ + IIh,(t, y'rR))ll.~,= 
--. MIl~(k)ll~ + 0 2. 
(17) 
where 
8(k) = .r~(Mll~Ck)ll=~ + 02)(1 + .r%2eS/6) 
We require that II~'k'llm, and 0 be sufficiently small that 
la.8 (k) < 1. 
By Theorem 3, [A(k)(b)]-a will exist and 
II[A'k'(b)]-'ll --< 
From (16) and (19) we obtain 
/ 
I I(~÷"ll~ ___ 13~,[ 
where 13 < (MIIt(k'[I,~ + 0z)ll(~'llm.,. 
ta. 
1 - ~8 ~:  
1 + 1 -p .B  'k' (1 + v2dp/3) (20) 
To insure that we have a contraction mapping, we require that I1(*'11~ and 0 be sufficiently 
small that 
[ ] (M[l~(k)ll.~,~ + Oz)6 1 + 1 -~8 (*' (1 + v:cb/3) < I .  (21) 
(18) 
(19) 
By the corollary to Theorem I, llA(rR)[[m~ --< ~(I + 'r2~2e~/6) where d/2 -- v 2 + 0 2. Therefore, 
from (l 7), we obtain 
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Then there will be a number c~ in (0, I) such that I~ ~-~']1 -< ~ll¢~'lG, and the algorithm will 
be a contraction mapping converging uniformly to the "f ixed point" y~rR~(t) on [a, b]. To be 
certain of the latter statement, we must insure that no intermediate approximations y~k+ h(t ) can 
fall outside of the region R. However, since II~+t'lG~ < IlCk'll . . . .  then II~'(t)[I < ~ for all t in 
[a, b] implies II~'~*"ll < ~ for all t in [a, b]. If [t, y~'(t)] is in R (as assumed) for all t in [a, 
b], then [t, y~÷~}(t)] will be in R for all t in [a, b]. 
Inequalities (18) and (21) are sufficient conditions for convergence of the Picard-quasi- 
iinearization algorithm. Let "y = 1 + "rZOZe'*/6 and ~ = -r(1 + v"dM3). Specifically, we must 
require. 
IX8 IE' < I (22) 
g"~ I + 1 ---~xg ''~ < "r'y. (23) 
Let x = 1 - IX~"~. We require that x > 0; i.e., that (22) will hold true. Then (23) becomes 
(1 - x)(x + IX~) < r~O.x 
x 2 + (-r~ix + IX~ - l)x - IX~ > 0. 
The latter inequality will be satisfied with x > 0 if and only if 8 ~) is sufficiently small that 
x = i - IX~I1} > 
1 - Ix(r~/ + ~) + %/[I - IX(v~/ + ~)]-" + 4IX~ 
This is equivalent o 
M[l~'"llma~ + 02 < 
1 + Ix(r~/ + ~) - N / [ l  - Ix(r'/ + ~)]-" + 4IX~ 
2ixr~b~/ 
or 
2 
MII@}[[~ < - /)2 
qb{1 + IX(T~/ + ~) + X/[1 - IX(~/ + ~)1: + 4IX~} 
(24) 
where it is required that 
~2~b{l + Ix('r'y + ~) + X/[i - Ix('r-/ + ~)]2 + 4IX~} < 2 (25) 
It can be shown that the quantity within the braces decreases as Ix, r, v, or ~ decreases. 
Conditions (11) and (12) follow directly from (25) and (24). 
COROLLARY I 
Consider Picard's method (where f ---- 0). Let Assumptions I and Ill hold true. Assume 
y"~ satisfies (9) and that [t, y~"(t)] lies in the region R (defined in Assumption If) for all t in 
[a, b]. Let h and hy be continuous in t and the components of y in the closure of R. Then 11h:[l 
is bounded in R by some number ~z. Assume Hhyll is sufficiently small; i.e., assume 
"r2~,Z{l + -fix(2 + "r-'fiZe'~/6) + ~/[1 - 'fix(2 + "r2O-'e'~/6)] '- + 4xix} < 4 (26) 
Then Picard's method for solving the TPBV problem will converge uniformly and geometrically 
to y~rR}(t) on [a, b]. 
Proof. Simply set M = v = 0 in (11) and (12). 
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COROLLARY 2 
Consider the method of quasilinearization (where h '= 0). Let Assumptions I and III hold 
true. Assume ym satisfies (9) and It, y"~(t)] lies in the region R (defined in Assumption II) for 
all t in [a, b]. Assume fy is Lipschitz continuous with respect to y in R with Lipschitz constant 
M. Assume f and fy are continuous in t in the closure of R. Then IIfJI will be bounded in R by 
some number vs. Assume y(t) is sufficiently close to yerR~; i.e., suppose 
4 
MllY ~'~ - Y(re)ll,~,~ < (27) 
"r2e'~[l + 21~q"y + V'I + (2~-r-y) 2]
where ~/ = 1 + "r2v2e~'/6. Then the method will converge uniformly and quadratically to 
y(re~(t) on [a, b]. 
Proof. Simply set ~ = 0 in (11) and (12) to arrive at (27). The quadratic onvergence is 
obvious if one sets ~ = 0 in (20). Then 
IteC*+"llm~- Mlle~*'ll&,~ 1 + 1 --~8{*' (1 + ":v2e'~/6) 
where 
8¢*, = (.r3e,',/2)MIl@~ll~(l + ,r2v2e"'/6). 
4. EXAMPLES 
Consider the TPBV-problem consisting of the single ODE y" = - ~e/y 2 and the boundary 
conditions y(0) = y, > 0, y(b) = Yb >- Y,. Here p., ~- 1.4 x 10 ~6 ft3/sec 2 is the Gaussian 
gravitational constant of the earth and y represents he distance of a body in feet from the center 
of the earth. These equations describe the vertical motion of a body above the earth's urface 
and subject only to the force of gravity. The problem is to find y'(0) such that the body will 
be at a distance ofyb -> y° at time b > 0, where y, ~ 2.1 x 107 ft is the radius of the earth. 
Let A stand for Oy/Oy'(O) evaluated along ycre~(O. Then A" = (2tt,/y3)A, where A(0) = 0 and 
A'(0) = 1. Since 21s.,/y 3 > 0, A(b) > 0 no matter what positive value b may assume. Therefore, 
I~ = A-~(b) = l /A (b )  is defined. According to Corollary 2 to Theorem 4, the method of 
quasilinearization will converge to y~r~ as long as y(~J is sufficiently close to ylr~). 
Now consider the sufficiency conditions for convergence given in [5] which were derived 
by means of integral equations. In order for these to be satisfied, it is at least necessary that 
(rv) 2 < 2, where v 2 = l/,Im., = 21s.,ly s-. Therefore, it is necessary that "r < X/y3_lp., = 813 
sees. As we have seen, there is really no restriction that needs to be placed upon "r provided 
the initial approximation is sufficiently accurate. 
The problem now to be described was solved by means of quasilinearization a d the results 
were presented in [7], which may be consulted for fuller details (see mode ii). The problem has 
to do with the Space Shuttle as it descends from 270 to 65 nautical miles altitude. The range 
angle is about 120 °. The initial and final position vectors are 
E~ 7653685.4 f t ]  
r .  = 20493526.0 | ,  r~ = 
/ 
5567577.0 .l I 
- 3964468.5 ftq 
- 18386226.0 l 
- 10017659.0 _J 
where a = 0 and b = 1946.0880 secs. The equations of motion are 
i' = - ( t~/ r3 ) r  - OVlar )  r, 
where r = Irl, r r = (x,, x:, x3), 
V = (p, /r) J2(r J r)2[  - 1 + 3(x~lr)2]12, 
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r~ = 20925741. ft = equatorial radius of the earth. ~ = 1.4076469 x 10 t6 ft3/sec -" = Gaussian 
gravitational constant of the earth, J: = .0010827 (dimensionless). The terms -(c~V/c3r)  
account for the first-order effects of the earth's oblateness. The problem is to find/'(a) so that 
r(b) = rb. The first approximation r'~'(t) is simply a line segment connecting r~ and rb. (Spline 
collocation methods could be used to give a more accurate first approximation.) 
We have compared the results from the quasilinearization method to those of a combined 
Picard-quasilinearization method, in which the derivatives of the perturbation terms h = (cgV/ 
c~r)  are not included in the linearization, thereby simplifying the derivations and computations. 
Depending upon the tolerances which were set, convergence took place with no more than 
one additional iteration compared to the results of the pure quasilinearization algorithm. In the 
case requiring the most iterations, eight iterations were required for convergence of i'(a) to five 
significant figures. 
It should be mentioned that the reentry problem given above has been solved in a more 
efficient manner in [8] using perturbation methods. 
5. D ISCUSSION 
The proof of convergence of quasilinearization given in [5], which is based upon integral 
equations, is called the McGill and Kenneth theorem. Reference [5] also discusses a proof based 
upon the Kantorovich theorem of abstract functional analysis. In this connection, the authors of 
[5] state (page 144) the following: "A . . .  reason for not giving the proof in detail is that, like 
the McGill and Kenneth theorem, the convergence theorem given here is not pa~icularly strong 
in that it requires the interval [a, b] . . . to be sufficiently small. In problems met in practice, 
we are usually given the interval [a, b] so that theorems for 'sufficiently small [a, b]' are not 
directly applicable. What the theorems furnish, in a sense, is the hope that the method. . ,  will 
work for the interval [a, b] given, since it is known to work for the interval [a, b'], b' < b." 
Of course there is no guarantee that quasilinearization will work for the large interval if it does 
not satisfy the sufficiency conditions. 
The sufficiency conditions given in [5] are sometimes satisfied by the given interval, in 
which case they are useful and practical. Even if the conditions are not satisfied, they provide 
information concerning some factors which influence convergence. Although the condition de- 
veloped in the present paper can not be used to insure in advance that convergence of quasili- 
nearization will take place, nevertheless it provides a realistic picture of all of the factors 
influencing convergence, including the accuracy of the initial approximation y~, the existence 
of the matrix [A~rm(b)] -I = [ay(b)/ay'(a)ly,~,,] -~, and the size of its norm I~. Since quasili- 
nearization is such a powerful and useful method, it is important to have a realistic picture of 
its limitations. According to Corollary 2 of Theorem 4, the larger the values of I~, v, M, and 
~, the more accurate y"~ must be (under modest differentiability and continuity assumptions). 
If the Picard improvisation is employed, the size of ~ is important; if it is too large, convergence 
will not occur, even if y~ is a very good approximation. 
Reformulation of a problem, which will cause y to be a perturbation from some nominal 
solution, can reduce the values of v and ~, and can make it less important to have a good initial 
approximation. It may even be the case that Picard iteration would suffice. 
Other information concerning the convergence of quasilinearization has been given by this 
author in [7]. 
As a general observation i  regard to theorems based upon abstract functional analysis, 
we have seen that theories of such wide scope often fail to give the strongest theorems in 
particular instances. The calculus of variations is an example: The powerful multiplier ule has 
never been derived employing what is usually regarded to be functional analysis. 
In regard to the limitations of the integral equations proof in [5] of the convergence of 
quasilinearization, it would probably be difficult to introduce the matrix [A(b)]-~ directly. 
With these comments in mind, it appears that convergence proofs based upon differential 
inequalities will sometimes supply important information that would be difficult to obtain from 
the other methods. 
A convergence proof of quasilinearization 
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